Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Inhibition is a key determinant of structural and functional pattern formation in a wide range of biological phenomena^[@CR1]--[@CR4]^. In neural systems, inhibition seems to enrich the repertoire of activity patterns in the developing as well as the mature brain^[@CR5]--[@CR10]^; there is evidence to that effect also at the behavioral level^[@CR11]--[@CR13]^. Much of what is known of the impacts of inhibition in these systems comes from analyses of the sensory envelope. There, where the connectivity of inhibitory neurons is relatively stereotypic and where stimulus evoked activity can be meticulously analyzed, inhibition is underlying a core trait shared by all modalities: sharpening of stimulus selectivity and contrast sensitivity by means of lateral inhibition, which depends on a unique structural configuration^[@CR14]--[@CR18]^. Downstream the sensory envelope, where activity travels through less specialized structures, the impacts of inhibition on sensory processing are less clear, and the involvement of lateral inhibition is debated^[@CR19]--[@CR22]^.

Here we investigate the impacts of inhibition on stimulus evoked activity, disentangled from the effects enforced by specialized structures. To this aim we record and analyze responses to stimuli before and after partial blocking of inhibition in large-scale random networks of cultured cortical neurons, using an array of extracellular electrodes. While 'not-a-brain', the setup offers an opportunity to study the effects of inhibition under weaker structural constrains, at high temporal resolution, in multiple sites and with good pharmacological control over the extent of inhibitory activity. Acknowledging the existence of many different mechanisms that potentially contribute to network inhibition^[@CR23],[@CR24]^, the present study implements control of inhibition by application of Bicuculline (blocking GABA~A~ receptors and Ca^2+^ dependent K^+^ channels). We studied the impacts of this pharmacological manipulation of inhibition on trial-to-trial variability and on discrimination between stimuli that invade the network from different spatial loci in the electrode array.

The reported results suggest that blocking inhibition in random networks reduces response variability and sharpens the sensitivity of activity to stimulus location. The extent to which inhibition impacts on stimulus discrimination depends on the type of response features taken into consideration. Interestingly, the response patterns exposed in the presence of Bicuculline share information with those detected in intact networks, suggesting that in a randomly rewired network inhibition acts as a disperser. The data indicate that the dispersion effect of inhibition is due to interference with wave-like propagation of activity through nearest neighbors, which is akin - in a certain sense - to the mechanism by which lateral inhibition sharpens stimulus contrast.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Two related aspects of network response were studied: variability in responses to repeated stimuli delivered through the same spatial location (electrode, or 'site'), and separability of responses to stimuli delivered at different spatially located electrodes. In the latter (separability) set of experiments, we insisted on analyzing responses of the same group of neurons to the different stimulation sites, thus mimicking a case where different stimuli are processed by the same cell assembly.

Figure [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows a typical response to a single stimulus, detected through 60 electrodes. In order to quantify response variability and separability of inputs, two classes of response features were extracted: *rate* and *temporal relations* between spikes recorded in different electrodes. The rate features used are *population firing rate* summed over all electrodes (Fig. [1A](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and "*binary words*"^[@CR25]^ (Fig. [1E](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), which are firing rate vectors picked by single electrodes binned such that every time window maximally contains a single action potential (thus bordering precise timing). As representatives of the class of temporal relations between spikes recorded at different electrodes, we used *first spike latencies* (FSL, Fig. [1C](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) extracted from delays to first spike recorded in 8 of the most active electrodes; and *recruitment order* (Fig. [1D](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), a subset of the FSL, specifying only the participation rank of each electrode of the FSL vector. For visual simplicity, only four of the most active electrodes (highlighted red in Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) were used in panels C-D. These compressed representations of different aspects of the raw data are used throughout the manuscript. See the Methods section for details on response features extraction.Figure 1Response features and terminology. Network response to a single stimulus, recorded through 60 electrodes during 300 ms post stimulus; the stimulus is applied at *t* = 0. The extraction of response features, subjects to further analyzes in the manuscript, is schematically demonstrated in the different panels. (**A**) Population rate is summed over all electrodes shown in (**B**), where each dot represents an action potential detected in one of the electrodes. (**C**) First spike latency is extracted in this example from the first spikes detected in 4 electrodes (depicted by red circles). (**D**) Recruitment order is extracted by ranking the electrodes according to their order of first spike appearances (1st, 2nd, etc.). (**E**) Spike time series from single electrodes are converted into binary words. Further details are available in the Method section.

Inhibition increases response variability {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------

Responses to repeated input from a single stimulation source were recorded before and after bath application of 4--5 *μ*M Bicuculline (total of 8 sources from 8 different networks), a concentration that significantly reduces neuronal inhibition, but not to an extent leading to seizure-like activity^[@CR7],[@CR26]^ (see Methods). Trial-to-trial variability was evaluated under each condition: the intact and the inhibition-blocked network. As previously reported^[@CR27]^, in the presence of Bicuculline the networks show enhanced responsiveness to stimulation. Each response terminates within ∼1 second (and often less), congruent with the timescales of *in-vivo* cortical responses under anesthetized conditions where inhibition is reduced^[@CR28]^. Blocking inhibition reduces variability across trials when compared to the intact network; this effect is observed in all response features tested. Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates quenched variability of both binary words (2A and B) and recruitment order (2C and D) features. As may be expected, FSL is impacted in a manner similar to recruitment order (not shown), and the reduced variability in population rate (not shown) agrees with previously reported observations in this preparation^[@CR27],[@CR29]^.Figure 2Blocking inhibition reduces trial-to-trial variability in response to repeated stimuli from a single stimulation site. (**A**) A series of responses picked by a single electrode under control conditions, represented as binary words (each line depicts one trial). (**B**) Responses of the same electrode in the presence of (4--5 *μ*M) Bicuculline. (**C**) A series of recruitment order vectors for 8 of the most active electrodes in the same network, in response to the same stimulation series, under control conditions. Electrodes index is sorted according to their average rank of participation. (**D**) Recruitment order vectors of the same eight electrodes, in the presence of Bicuculline.

The reduction in response variability across our data set may be quantified by cluster analysis (see Methods): for each response feature and under each condition, a hierarchical tree of responses is constructed based on pairwise distances (illustrated in Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We then systematically changed the cutoff distance, that is - the distance below which two responses are considered similar. Each dendrogram was then characterized by the rate at which the number of clusters decreases as a function of the cutoff distance (see examples of distance cutoffs in Fig. [3A](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The intuition being that in the one extreme, each observation (i.e. response feature vector) forms a completely isolated cluster on its own, whereas at the other extreme, all responses are identical and only one cluster exists. Reduction of response variability would then be reflected in a more rapid decline of number of clusters as cutoff distance is enlarged. This is the picture seen in Fig. [3B,D](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), where blockade of inhibition causes an overall left shift of the cluster content curves, compared to control conditions. The effect is shown for both binary words (Fig. [3B](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, n = 64 electrodes in 8 networks) and recruitment order (Fig. [3D](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, n = 8 networks). The effect is also observed at the level of individual data sets, where pairs of control and blocked curves are compared (Fig. [3C,E](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, respectively).Figure 3Bicuculline quenches the cluster content of activity patterns in response to a single stimulation site. Distances were computed for all possible pairs of responses in each network (*n* = 8 networks, 40 responses each), and a dendrogram tree was constructed (for binary words, responses from each electrode were used to construct a dendrogram, *n* = 64 electrodes). (**A**) An instance of such a dendrogram. Cluster content was estimated by systematically changing the distance cutoff along the y-axis, and counting the resulting cluster number. Cutoff (1) and cutoff (2) illustrate the cluster counting procedure, resulting in two and six clusters, respectively. (**B**) The number of clusters to which binary words are grouped, as a function of the distance cutoff used. The cluster content curves show an overall left-shift in the presence of Bicuculline, indicating increased similarity between responses. (**D**) Same for recruitment orders. (**C**) Quantifies the left shift of pairs of cluster-distance curves obtained before and after the blockade, for the case of binary words. *C*~1/3~ is the cutoff value for which the number of clusters drops below one third of the maximal cluster number (illustrated in red arrows on Panel B). Under blocked inhibition, nearly all cluster-distance curves show a marked decrease of *C*~1/3~ (*p* = 9.5564^−12^, right tail of paired signed rank test, see Statistical inference in Methods), as expected for more similar responses. (**E**) Same for recruitment orders (*p* = 0.0039, right tail of paired signed rank test).

The data of Figs [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} were generated by stimulating the networks at a rate of 0.2 per second, but we documented the above reported effects at different stimulation rates in the same network (3--40 seconds intervals, *n *= 4 networks); indeed, within this frequency range variability is reduced for all stimulation rates and all features (Supplementary Fig. [S1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} is demonstrating this for recruitment order).

Blocking the inhibition in a neural network enhances neuronal response gain^[@CR20],[@CR30],[@CR31]^. Thus, the stereotypic response patterns might be a trivial outcome of sampling bias: increased spiking probability that entails increased effective sampling rate of the "complete" spike time series. To evaluate the contribution of such sampling bias to our observations we sub-sampled the dataset, randomly erasing spikes from the time series recorded in each electrode in the Bicuculline blocked inhibition. The extent of subsampling was tuned to fix the average number of spikes for each electrode equivalent to that under control conditions. While this artificial sub-sampling does cause recovery of some variability in the Bicuculline blocked inhibition data, all the effects reported above persists (See supplementary Fig. [S2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Inhibition decreases stimulus discrimination {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------

Given the stereotypic response to a single stimulation source, induced by blocking inhibition, how does blocking inhibition affects the discrimination of stimuli delivered from different spatial sources? One may imagine two extreme cases: (1) block of inhibition increases network symmetry, collapsing the response down to a single pattern, irrespective of the stimulation site. Alternatively, (2) block of inhibition breaks network symmetry, generating a unique response to each input source; a stiff "lookup table". We thus proceeded to examine the network response to randomly alternating stimulation sites (n = 9 networks, 30 different stimulation sites) before and after bath application of Bicuculline (2--8 *μ*M), and evaluated separability of responses to the different sources using unsupervised separation as well as supervised classification procedures. We were particularly interested in the more challenging task of stimulus discrimination that is based on the activity of non-selective neurons that respond to *all* stimulation sites. We therefor selected the group of electrodes in which responses were reliably detected for all stimuli, across conditions (see Methods), a context that may be mapped to a scenario of different stimuli being processed by the same cell assembly. As shown below, in the presence of Bicuculline discrimination based on the relation between spike times recorded in different electrodes becomes sharper; discrimination remained unchanged (on average) when based on rate features.

### Unsupervised separation {#Sec5}

The effect of inhibition on stimulus discrimination was quantified using the contrast between responses pooled from pairs of stimulation sources in an unsupervised protocol. The contrast measure (adopted from Beggs and Plenz, 2004) is calculated based on intra-source and inter-source distances (see Methods). Overall, the contrast between pairs of stimulation sources increases in the presence of Bicuculline when estimated from recruitment order (Fig. [4A](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and FSL (not shown), but not when estimated from population rate data (Fig. [4B](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) or binary words of single electrodes (not shown).Figure 4Blocking inhibition improves classification accuracy of stimulus location when based on recruitment orders, but not when based on population firing rates. Comparison of stimulus discrimination under blocked inhibition and control conditions. (**A**,**B**) The contrast (see Methods) between pairs of stimulation sources (9 networks, *n* = 38 sources, 40 responses from each), on control (Ctrl) and blocked inhibition (BI) conditions. The contrast is enhanced upon blocking inhibition in the case of recruitment order (panel A, *p* = 1.3016^−5^, left tail of paired signed rank test), but not in the case of population rate (panel B, *p* = 0.5, two tails paired signed rank). Similar results are obtained in supervised clustering (using SVM, see methods), as demonstrated in Panels (C,D). Here, classification accuracy is presented for pairs of stimulation sources (black, *n* = 38 pairs from 9 networks) and for groups of 4 stimulation sources (red, *n* = 5 networks); error-bars indicate accuracy standard-deviation over repeated classification trials, for which training and test sets are randomized. Dotted lines depict chance levels for pairs of sources (black) and for groups of 4 sources (red). Solid black lines mark unity in all panels.

### Supervised classification {#Sec6}

Support vector machine (SVM; see Methods) was implemented in order to evaluate discrimination of individual responses to stimuli delivered from two or four different sites. Congruent with the results of the above unsupervised protocol, classification accuracy is improved in the presence of Bicuculline when estimated from recruitment order (Fig. [4C](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and FSL (not shown), but not when estimated from population rate data (Fig. [4D](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) or binary words of single electrodes (not shown). This result holds when implementing the SVM procedure on responses to two stimulation sites (black markers in Fig. [4C,D](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}) as well as four stimulation sites (red markers in Fig. [4C,D](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Note the several cases of deteriorated discrimination, when based on recruitment order (FSL) in the presence of Bicuculline; this point is revisited in the third part of the Result section.

The overall picture seems consistent with a scenario in which blocking the inhibition partitions the network to different, stiff propagation paths; hence discrimination that is based on spike time relations (but not rate) becomes sharper.

Inhibition as network noise generator {#Sec7}
-------------------------------------

Trial to trial variability is often interpreted as reflecting 'machine noise'^[@CR32],[@CR33]^. We examined the above-reported observations as reflecting noise contributed by inhibition to an otherwise (relatively) noise-less neural activity. To that end, a noisy version of the data recorded in the presence of Bicuculline was generated, by randomly jittering the spike-time series to varying widths. Indeed, a jitter of ca. ∼10 ms recovers the characteristic trial to trial response variability of the intact network (See Supplementary Fig. [S3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}); this is true for all response features tested. Viewed from that angle, blocking inhibition with Bicuculline exposes the "reproducible" version of a response, to which inhibition contributes noise. Congruent with this inhibition-as-network-noise-generator interpretation, SVM separation hyperplanes constructed from control discrimination experiments, succeeds surprisingly well to classify responses of the corresponding inhibition-blocked networks, and *vice versa*. This is demonstrated in cases where reducing the inhibitory activity had a significant impact on discrimination: FSL and recruitment order representation schemes (Fig. [5A,B](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that spike time relations under both conditions share information. Together, these results strongly support the interpretation of network responses under intact inhibition being a "noisy" (or at least variable) version of reliable responses obtained in the absence of inhibition.Figure 5Response patterns in Bicuculline treated and intact networks are related to each other. (**A**) SVM separation hyperplanes constructed from control discrimination experiments, classify recruitment-orders of responses recorded from the corresponding inhibition-blocked networks, and *vice versa* (**B**). Chance levels are depicted by dotted lines. Black depicts *n* = 38 two-source discrimination, and red depicts four-sources discrimination (*n* = 5 networks). Note in panel A that the correlation between classification accuracies approaches unity in the easier (two-sources) discrimination task. Similar results are obtained for first spike latencies (not shown).

Further insight into ways by which inhibition contributes to response variability may be gained by looking at the spatial arrangement of network responses to stimuli in the presence of Bicuculline. High dosage of inhibition blockers induce wave-like activity^[@CR7],[@CR26],[@CR34]^; a related phenomenon is observed under physiological conditions, during development, where inhibition has not yet assumed its re-polarizing impact^[@CR35]^. Such coherent traveling waves, by themselves, would reduce trial to trial variability. Figure [6A](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} depicts time to first spike following stimulation at the upper-right corner (colored red) of an intact (Bicuculline-free) network. Each square within the 6x10 array represents one electrode; the distance between the electrodes is 500 *μm*. Time to first spike is depicted by grayscale: black for short delay, white for a long delay. Note that in 6A, the electrodes in the immediate vicinity of the stimulation site are not the first ones to respond. The situation is different when Bicuculline is added (Fig. [6B](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}), where activity seems to propagate smoothly and directly to the nearest neighbors of the stimulation site. To quantify the effect across our dataset, we calculated the conditional firing probability (CFP): the probability of electrode *j* to detect a spike at a time interval *τ* following a spike detected in electrode *i*^[@CR36],[@CR37]^. For each pair of recording electrodes, time to the peak of the CFP distribution (see left inset of Fig. [6C](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) is taken to represent the characteristic delay between the spike times of detected in the two electrodes (see CFP in Methods). While the averaged delay increases with the physical distance for both conditions (data pooled from n=8 networks), there is a clear increase in delay between distal electrodes in the presence of Bicuculline (middle panel of Fig. [6C](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This impact is also apparent when examined for each individual network under the two conditions (right inset of Fig. [6C](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 6Bicuculline enhances propagation of activity through near neighbors. (**A**) Depicts time to first spike following stimulation at the upper-right corner (colored red) of an intact (Bicuculline-free) network. Each square within the 6x10 array represents one electrode; the distance between the electrodes is 500 *μm*. Time to first spike is depicted by grayscale (dark is fast to respond, clear is late to respond; see inset and note different grayscale for panel A and B); a minus sign indicates that no response was detected in that electrode. Note that in panel (A), the electrodes in the immediate vicinity of the stimulation site are not the first ones to respond. The situation is different when Bicuculline is added (**B**), where activity seems to propagate smoothly and directly to the nearest neighbors of the stimulation site. (**C**) Conditional firing probability (CFP), the probability of electrode *j* to detect a spike at a time interval *τ* following a spike detected in electrode *i*. For each pair of recording electrodes, time to the peak of the CFP distribution (see left inset of **C**) is taken to represent the characteristic delay between the spike times of detected in the two electrodes. The averaged delay increases with the physical distance for both conditions (data pooled from *n* = 8 networks), but there is a clear increase in delay between distal electrodes in the presence of Bicuculline (middle panel of C). Spearman correlation between the delay and the distance for individual networks, under blocked inhibition *vs*. control conditions (**C**), right inset, *p* = 0.0078 left tail of paired signed rank test). (**D**) Contrast between responses to pairs of stimulation sites, as a function of the distance between them, under control (black, Spearman correlation = 0.41, *p* = 0.0052) and blocked inhibition (red, Spearman correlation = 0.7, *p* = 5.3775^−7^) conditions. Subtracting the control contrast from the blocked inhibition contrast (**E**) exposes that blocking inhibition may worsen discrimination for adjacent stimulation sources, suggesting that inhibition contributes to a finer spatial resolution for telling stimuli apart.

It was previously shown that separability of input sources becomes sharper the more physically distant the stimulation sites are^[@CR38]^. Here we report that this correlation nearly doubles for recruitment order upon blocking the inhibition (Fig. [6D](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Note that in cases of wave-like propagation, separating responses to nearby stimulation sites might in fact deteriorate, as activity can propagate through similar (or overlapping) paths. Figure [6E](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} suggests that cases where discrimination is not improved, or even deteriorates after blocking inhibition, are confined to shorter distances (ca. ≤2 mm) between stimulation sources. These results suggest that the increased length scale of synchronization induced by blocking inhibition, sharpens the differences between responses to more distal inputs, while the resolution for distinguishing two adjacent inputs apart may deteriorate.

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

We investigated the impacts of inhibition on the network capacity to reliably represent different stimuli, in the absence of specialized structure. To this aim, random networks of cortical neurons were stimulated at multiple loci, and the impacts of blocking inhibition - on both response variability and stimulus discrimination - were quantified. We show that blocking the inhibition causes quenching of response variability from any given source and for all response features tested. The reduction of variability accords with previous reports for single neurons under blocked inhibition, for both evoked and spontaneous activity^[@CR18],[@CR39]^. At the network level, it has been recently demonstrated that blocking inhibition in this preparation induces highly reproducible population rate-profiles for both spontaneous and evoked activity^[@CR26],[@CR27],[@CR29]^. Furthermore, this macroscopic effect is also reflected in a large body of work on neural avalanches, where blocking inhibition transforms heavy-tailed distributions of event size to narrow bimodal ones^[@CR40]--[@CR43]^. Our analyses demonstrate that the reduction in variability is also manifested at the microscopic level, in the fine spatio-temporal patterns of neural activity.

Under blocked inhibition discrimination that is based on the relations between spike times of different cells (i.e. FSL, recruitment order) is sharpened as a function of the distance between stimulation sites. Stimulus discrimination that is based on rate features is unaffected. Both of these observations are incongruent with the notion of inhibition as a means to enhance network ability to differentiate between stimuli. This discrepancy in the role taken by inhibition may be related to the target of our analyses: we were interested in how the *same* group of neurons processes different stimuli, and therefor focused on the less studied case of non-selective cells rather than the more extensively studied case of selective cells^[@CR21],[@CR44]--[@CR46]^.

The overall reduced response variability and improved stimulus discrimination under blocked inhibition are accompanied by coherent traveling waves originating from the stimulation site. Traveling waves of comparable propagation velocity (∼0.5 m/s, Fig. [6B](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) are abundant in sensory cortices^[@CR47]--[@CR49]^, however their role is unknown and their existence is considered baffling in the light of stimulus selectivity of cortical cells. Our results suggest that traveling waves may engage a complementary representation strategy to that of stimulus selectivity --- carrying information about the stimulus identity within the spatio-temporal activity patterns of *non-selective* cells.

The data is consistent with the interpretation that inhibition in large random networks mimics lateral inhibition, at least in the sense of interrupting the propagation of excitation to nearby neighbors. The spontaneous emergence of such effective lateral-inhibition impact in randomly rewired networks could arise from the fast and coherent manner by which inhibitory activity propagates through strong electrical coupling^[@CR50],[@CR51]^. The spatial correlations involved are thus controlled by the extent of inhibition^[@CR28],[@CR52],[@CR53]^, a trace of which is seen in our analyses of CFP after blocking inhibition (albeit intermingled in our data with the dimensions of the electrode array used).

We further show that responses under control conditions are "noisy" (or variable) versions of the reproducible responses in the absence of inhibition. This conclusion is consistent with indications in the literature, pointing to inhibition as contributing to variability. Thus, for instance, inhibitory synapses change more rapidly^[@CR54]^, inhibitory neurons decorrelate network models^[@CR55],[@CR56]^, and blocking inhibition reduces variability^[@CR12],[@CR18],[@CR39]^.

Overall, the observations reported in this research imply that in random networks inhibition enhances the repertoire of activity patterns, shortens activation path between distal cells, and impacts on the resolution of telling stimuli apart. It is tempting to contemplate the E/I ratio as a dynamic variable that may enhance or restrict network plasticity and enables adaptation of network states to tasks carried by the same cell-assembly^[@CR27],[@CR57]--[@CR59]^.

Methods {#Sec9}
=======

Cell preparation {#Sec10}
----------------

Cortical neurons were obtained from newborn rats (Sprague-Dawley) within 24 hours after birth using mechanical and enzymatic procedures described in earlier studies^[@CR60]^. Rats were anesthetized by CO~2~ inhalation according to protocols approved by the Technion's ethics committee. All procedures involving cell preparation and animals handling were performed in accordance with these guidelines and regulations. The neurons were isolated and plated directly onto substrate-integrated multi electrode arrays. They were allowed to develop into functionally and structurally mature networks over a period of 2 weeks and were used in experiments within the period of 2--6 weeks post plating. The plated neurons cover an area of about 380 mm^2^, bathed in Minimum Essential Medium Eagle (Sigma), supplemented with heat-inactivated horse serum (5%), glutamine (0.5 mM), glucose (20 mM), and gentamycin (10 *μ*g/ml), and maintained in an atmosphere of 37 °C, 5% CO~2~ and 95% air in an incubator as well as during the recording phases. An array of 60 Ti/Au extracellular electrodes, 30 *μ*m in diameter, spaced 500 *μ*m from each other (MultiChannelSystems, Reutlingen, Germany) was used. The insulation layer (silicon nitride) is pretreated with polyethyleneimine (Sigma, 0.01% in 0.1 M Borate buffer solution).

Electrophysiology & pharmacology {#Sec11}
--------------------------------

A commercial amplifier (MEA-1060-inv-BC, MCS, Reutlingen, Germany) with frequency limits of 150--3,000 Hz and a gain of x1024 was used for obtaining data. Data was digitized using an acquisition board (PD2-MF-64-3M/12H, UEI, Walpole, MA, USA). Each channel, sampled at a frequency of 16 kHz, detects electrical activity that might be originated from several sources (typically 1--3 neurons) as the recording electrodes were surrounded by several cell bodies. Action potentials originating from cell bodies are typically an order of magnitude stronger than axonal action potentials^[@CR61]^, we used threshold-based algorithm for spike detection, therefor our recording conditions are strongly biased to picking up signals from cell bodies. We have used a Simulink-based software for on-line control of data collection \[see Zrenner *et al*. (2010) for details\]. Voltage stimulation was applied in the form of a mono-phasic square pulse 200 *μ*sec. 800--950 mV through extracellular electrodes using a dedicated stimulus generator (MCS, Reutlingen, Germany). Action potentials timestamps were detected on-line by threshold crossing of negative voltage. Detection of synchronous events (Network Spikes, NSs) was performed off-line using a previously described algorithm^[@CR62]^ based on threshold crossing of the network firing rate (binned to 3 msec). Once a NS was detected within 400 millisecond following a stimulus, action potentials recorded in all the electrodes within 500 ms following the stimulus were extracted. Post-stimulus time histograms were constructed using a 1 ms time bin, and smoothed with a 5 ms moving average; responses were then screened for a maximum amplitude of at least 1.5 spikes/ms. As indicated above, the recording conditions were kept identical to the incubation conditions; i.e: bathed in Minimum Essential Medium Eagle (Sigma) that was supplemented with heat-inactivated horse serum (5%), glutamine (0.5 mM), glucose (20 mM), and gentamycin (10 *μ*g/ml), and maintained in an atmosphere of 37 °C, 5% CO~2~ and 95% air. We performed two types of experiments: in the first, repeating stimuli were applied through a single electrode at a constant interval (5--8 seconds), under control conditions (intact inhibition) and in the presence of Bicuculline, a blocker of fast GABA transmission (4--5 *μM*, n = 8 networks). In the second type of experiments we provided stimuli from several electrodes (2, 3 or 4 different electrodes; altogether 9 networks) in random orders but at constant intervals (4--8 seconds), under control conditions and blocked inhibition (2--8 *μM* Bicuculline). In 2 out of 9 networks used for stimulus classification experiments, the basal responsiveness was low; in these two cases we have used 1 *μ*M Bicuculline to increase baseline responsiveness. For blocked inhibition conditions, Bicuculline bath application was administrated as following: we first added 1 or 2 *μM* of Bicuculline, and waited 10 minutes to make sure that the substance impact has stabilized, and then shortly tested the responsiveness from all sources. We then decided whether to add more Bicuculline based on 3 indicators for the level of the blockade: response probability, response latency and response duration^[@CR27]^. In case response latency was still longer then ca. 50 ms, and response probability has not increased for all sources, we increased the dose in 2 *μM* steps. In all our experiment, responses did not sustain beyond ca. one second.

Data analysis {#Sec12}
-------------

Action potentials recorded within 500 ms following each stimulus were used for the extraction of different response features. Generally, a minimum participation in 90% of stimuli was set as a limit for inclusion of a channel (electrode) in the analysis of all response features; in analyses of population rate, all electrodes were used. *First spike latencies* were calculated from a subset of the 8 most active electrodes. In cases of a failure to participate in a response, a random value was assigned, pooled from a uniform distribution over the interval \[10--500\] ms. This choice was taken in order to avoid trivialization of response classification by *support vector machine* (SVM) according to the missing electrodes. Similar results of the agglomerative analysis (see below) are obtained when these random values were replaced with zeros.

*Recruitment order* was defined as the rank of the electrodes, ordered according to their first spike latencies; cases of missed response were assigned an averaged rank (for illustration see Fig. [1B](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). *Binary words* were extracted for single electrodes from the 250 ms post stimulus using a 2 ms resolution, resulting in binary vectors. *Population rate* was calculated as described above over the range of 10--500 ms post stimulus (1 ms resolution, smoothed with 5 ms moving average).

*Distances* were computed for pairs of response feature vectors with a 1 − *cos*(*α*) metric. Similar results to those reported here were obtained using other metrics (Levenshtein, correlation, or euclidean). Distances were computed for 40 responses from each of the single source experiments (n = 8 networks), and 40 responses from each source for experiments with multiple stimulation sources (n = 9 networks).

*Supervised and unsupervised classification procedures* were used to quantify dispersion of responses from single sources, as well as for evaluating separability of responses from multiple stimulation sources. To evaluate response dispersion for repeated inputs from a single source, a hierarchic tree was constructed for each network (agglomerative clustering procedure, with 1 − *cos*(*α*) metric); on each iteration the most proximal distance value was taken as the distance between pairs of clusters. Cutoffs limiting the maximal distance allowed between two clusters were implemented. To evaluate separability of responses from multiple sources, a *Contrast* measure adopted from Beggs and Plenz (2004) was calculated for pairs of sources (n = 40 per source, 30 sources in 9 networks, overall 38 pairs of sources), defined as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Contrast=\frac{{D}_{{\rm{out}}}-{D}_{{\rm{in}}}}{{D}_{{\rm{out}}}+{D}_{{\rm{in}}}}$$\end{document}$$where *D*~in~ is the sum of distances between all pairs of responses to a given stimulation source, *D*~out~ being the sum of distances between all pairs of inter-source responses (responding to two different stimulation sources), using the distance metric of 1 − *cos*(*α*). Note that this measure relies on the ground truth of stimulation identity, and thus only evaluates the relative goodness of separation across conditions.

*Support Vector Machine* (SVM) with a Gaussian radial basis function (RBF) kernel, as well as a linear kernel, were used to classify responses from 2 or 4 sources (n = 40 responses per source). Classification performances were averaged over 50 repetitions for each classification process (50% validation set). For SVM of population rate histograms with a Gaussian radial-based kernel, only the 10--70 ms range were used.

*Conditional Firing Probabilities* (CFP)^[@CR36],[@CR37]^ were computed for all pairs of electrodes, with a minimal activity threshold of 100 spikes per electrode (within 500 ms from stimulus onset). Binary representations of single electrode firing rate were generated with a temporal resolution of 2 ms. The conditioned probability for electrode *i* to fire at time *t* = t′ + *τ*, given that electrode *j* fired at t = t′, was computed for *τ* = \[0,100\] at 2 ms steps. The resulting profiles of the CFP were then smoothed with a moving average of 3 consecutive values. The first maximum of each profile was extracted along with its index, which is referred to as the "typical delay". CFP profiles with a maximum lower than 0.05 were excluded. The typical delays were then averaged for distances between electrode *i* and *j* over data pooled from 8 networks.

*Statistical inference* was used to support the trends we recognize as being induced by blocking inhibition. In all cases, at least one of the datasets (i.e control or blocked inhibition) stray from a normal distribution at the tails. We therefore opted to use only non parametric tests. We used *paired Wilcoxon signed rank test* for either right or left tail, as indicated in the text where the distribution evaluated is *\[control feature\]*−*\[blocked inhibition feature\]*. Wherever correlation between 2 variables is estimated, we used *Spearman correlation*. P-values and correlation values are stated within figure captions.
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